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Pool party

Pool Party

Date

13 July

Location

Schiedam/
Rotterdam
24, 25, 26 August Ter Apel

Dear Vikings
Thanks for reading the newsletters this year! It was a
bliss to write them for you! Next year the 29th board will
bring you up to date of all the events and gossips in the
association. I would like to thank Jemimah for checking
our English!
Much love,
28th board

DZS Wave & Ragnar
Present:

AQUA
DISCO

See you tonight...

Ter Apel

The tournaments are over… Or are they? OF COURSE NOT! Did you enjoy yourself at Goffert or
do you want to relive the wonders of Borculo tournament? Then Ter Apel tournament is YOUR
tournament. It will be the 50th edition, which promises only unforgettable memories!

of July
Friday
20:00 - 23:00
TH

Location :
Price
Theme
P.s.

:
:
:

Sport- en recreatie bad Groenoord (Prinses Beatrixlaan 2, Schiedam
10 euro
Bring your sleep- and swimming gear! Because ofcourse there is an afterparty
and possibility to spend the night in Delft or Rotterdam.

Review
National Goffert Holidays

With a total of 47 people we enjoyed a weekend full
with sunshine, beers and water polo in Nijmegen at the
Goffert tournament. Swimmers as well as water polo
players joined forces to win some matches and to create
a weekend none of us will ever forget. If you ask me we
succeeded!

13 July 2018
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Club Championship

On June 28th, 21 Vikings wanted to see who is the fastest
and strongest of them all. In four individual distances
and a relay, they competed against each other. Our
fastest male swimmer is Mark van den Hondel and our
fastest female swimmer is Maaike van Willigen.

Borculo

Many Vikings traveled to the oh so beautiful eastern
part of the Netherlands to enjoy one of the largest
tournaments of the year. With a record amount of 7,5
liters of beer per person, you know we partied until the
end of the night. But most of all the Vikings could show
off their tanned bodies from Goffert and become even
more sun kissed!

City swim Leiden

NSZK 4

Our Vikings traveled all the way to Maastricht for the
last NSZK of this season. They have shown that we are
great swimmers, with a fifth place this round and a
sixth place overall. Next to great swimmers, we are also
great kissers... Our Vikings set sail to a victory in the
Integration Bingo.

13 July 2018

Four brave Vikings Participated at the Leiden Speedo
Swim-in on Friday the 29th of July. It was organised by
our sister association Aquamania and took place in the
canals of Leiden. The swimmers had to cover a distance
of 1km. Robert Voigt was the fastest Viking with 14.22.57.
He was just a bit slower than the third place swimmer,
so unfortunately we had no medal-winning swimmers
this time. Afterwards we had a drink in a nearby bar
before we headed safely back to the city of Rotterdam.
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The Viking Stories
Chapter 10: Sister Act, Sweet sinning in the South
My dearest Viking, how have you been? It has been a
year since you heard my angelic, beautiful, soothing (and
modest) voice – so, I hope that you recognise the tone
of a Vikingstoryteller from the distant past (could you
forget me?). It is at the grace of my fabulous successor
that I may return today, and bring upon you stories that
I have been collecting over the last years. I may have
lost my voice – but my many eyes and ears still remained
among you. I was a little concerned about our beloved
association after the national Goffert days brought
nearly no Gossip to my all-seeing eyes (except for the
toes peeking out of Moorshotjes tent, they were so big
no one could miss them) – had the Ragnar Gossip-mine
finally been exhausted? But I needed not worry for long
as Ragnar returned in its full glory at the NSZK in a land
far, far away.

Our Sterfmans– the real Sterfmans – also proved that he
has not become obsolete yet and showed his versatility
by helping sponges to forget their sportive loss and
golfbrekers to feel like real winners. The night also
allows me to return to one of my favourite protagonists:
The Questionmark! In this episode, the Questionmark
truly rose from his ashes and returned to his full glory
with a hattrick! After reuniting with a northern beauty,
he must have realised that he is short lived – so Carpe
Dian! With this guy, nothing is imbossible, so he made
sure to test the saying: the best things in life come in
threes. But also our newbies showed their strengths:
with eastern-european charme, our Slovakian sunnyboy
and our Latvian lover showed that they appreciated the
organising association’s efforts and made some sharks
very happy.

As the chronicler of all gossip, my heart burst with pride
when I heard that what we had all known for years
finally became official: Ragnar is the most shary, most
loving and most integrated association of them all!
Without doubt, all of you worked hard for it – but there
is one man without whom this unprecedented sportive
success would not have been possible. From Sexytary of
the board last year to Sexytary of the bingo this year, he
turned the integration efforts into a perfectly planned
out endeavour and even put his own tongue on the line.
At this NSZK, he scored us merely five associations,
which, by his own statement, is “below his average”,
yet, he did not stop there. Sending others off to hunt for
the missing points was part of his mission of the night,
and - rumour has it – he managed to successfully send
off his own ex-treasurer to fish for sponges (long live
the treasurer-secretary cooperation!). As the 27th board
was going strong, their chair(wo)man decided to join
the party and caught herself a beau from her northern
hometown.
Despite being nuns for the night, our Vikings seemed to
have forgotten that the first deadly sin is lust – so one
Viking did not make it through the night unpunished.
Although we normally call her Brothers, she put on a
real sister act and found herself not one but two Adams.
She did suffer her divine punishment for her (biblical)
wrongdoings immediately and went to hell the same
night. Another Viking was also full blown caught up in
his passion – we should all steal a scoop of his dancing
skills - but was spared divine punishment that night.
This NSZK was an event in which both old and new
members got to showcase their skills: After many years
as a Ragnar Member, our coach needed no more coaching
and caught himself his first NSZK point outside the water.
13 July 2018
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You thought this was already it? Do not be fooled – I
saved the best for last! This party also gave our future
board the opportunity to prove their commitment and
value to our cause – and let me say, I was reassured that
we left Ragnar’s integration future in capable (and welltrained) hands. On the one hand, we of course have our
night-butterfly (nachtvlinder) who has trained all year to
take over the bingo all by himself next year – what a
great way to achieve swimming-waterpolo integration!
Nevertheless, this butterfly has been circling one
flower quite persistently the last weeks – Markisses
must be the best kisses our association has to offer!
Luckily, he is not alone in his board and had some female
support this weekend. Vicky had more than one taste
of mustard as well as some northern candy, and the
Bagatelle No. 25 in A minor seduced two swimmers
with her irresistible melody. When the night finally came
to an end, Ragnar made sure to leave an unforgettable
impression in Maastricht. From 5 nuns walking through
the McDrive at 4 am, to 2 nuns pushing a shopping cart
containing a slightly intoxicated nun through the streets
of Maastricht – these views shall never be forgotten.
As I turn towards the end of my story, you may wonder
how I have been. This past Vikingstoryteller has moved
on to fulfil even bigger tasks – in my current occupation,
I am looking “Beneath the surface” of this association.
So do not despair – my voice will resurface, but maybe
in a different publication than this. Until then, you know
you love me. Xoxo
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Epilogue: A word from the Writers
Verba auctoris,

Writing the Viking Stories is an honourable job. You need
to make sure that you get every little gossip, come up
with catchy nicknames and make one hell of a story out
of it. This year, it was our duty to attend every party,
so we can share every juicy gossip with you. Grateful
we are, that sluttiness was all around the association.
It were long nights, with a lot of beer (and sometimes
some green stuff) and laughter, but we are proud of
what we have written. We started with a prologue to
make the stories open for everyone. We added themes
to the different stories, so we could make the storyline
smoother. Most of you got a lovely text message stating
you were lucky enough to be part of our story. Finding
the right nicknames can be one hell of a job, but we
have asked former writers for clues. This worked out so
well that we choose to give both former writers a whole
chapter to write. The season 2017 – 2018 is now in past
tense and so is our career as Viking Story writers. What
remains is the simple joy of reading the Stories without
puzzling it all together. But be aware, we will still hunt
for gossips.

Hartog-Jan out *drops mic*
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